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Recovering from a Binge 
Intended for use only with “Never Binge Again™  

Available as a Free Kindle Download at 

 www.NeverBingeAgain.com  

To learn more about the products and services available to help fix your food problem and 
achieve the body, mind, and physical performance you most desire please visit… 

www.FixYourFoodProblem.com  
 

DISCLAIMER: For education only.  No guarantees and/or warranties of fitness for any particular purpose are made.  You 

are responsible for determining the nutritional soundness and safety of your own dietary plan.  Consult a licensed medical 

professional if you require medical advice, and a licensed nutritionist if you require nutritional advice.  Usage is entirely at 

your own risk.  If you do not agree with these terms, Psy Tech Inc. is unwilling to grant you a license to read and/or use the 

information in this document, and you are instructed to destroy all copies both physical and electronic. 

INSTRUCTIONS 
In accord with the Never Binge Again™ methodology, you will NEVER BINGE AGAIN!  However, if you do happen to 

make a mistake, your Pig will Squeal loudly in an attempt to turn it into a full-fledged food orgy.  Below you’ll find a 
cheat sheet to quickly Cage your Pig in this scenario.  There’s also an accompanying short MP3 where you can listen to me talk 

you through it.  Although in the end these are both unnecessary since you already have within you everything you need to 
declare a Food Plan and Never Binge Again, most people find it comforting to carry both the cheat sheet and the short MP3 

with them for a while as they’re learning the system.  We’ve purposefully condensed the Binge Recovery printable sheet to one 
page so it’s easy to carry with you. 
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NeverBingeAgain.com - One Page Binge Recovery Cheat Sheet 
 
If you make a mistake, your Pig will immediately attempt to turn it into a full-fledged food orgy:  “You cheated!  You cheated!  You 

cheated!  You cheated!!!  See? Your Food Plan doesn’t mean anything!  The Hell with this ‘Never Binge Again!’ stuff.  You’ll have to try something 

else to control me.  You’ve blown it so i am now totally free to binge at will from now on!!! Yippeeee!!! Yippeeee!!! Party T ime!!! Let’s Do It!!!!” 

(What your Pig says after a Binge).  We call this the “Screw It, You Already Blew It” Squeal and it’s the single most damaging thing most 

people’s Pigs ever say. Even on its surface, it’s patently ridiculous in the same way that while accidentally breaking a tooth IS a serious event, it 

does NOT follow that you should immediately go find a hammer to bang the rest out!  OK, you made a serious mistake.  But you did NOT have a 

brain operation which disabled your ability to make good food choices or control your hands, arms, legs, mouth, and tongue. You have not had a 

mysterious curse laid upon you which prevents you from eating well.  Space aliens have not abducted you and implanted electrodes which force 

you to eat Pig Slop.  You have NOT lost control of your ability to decide exactly what does and doesn’t go in your mouth!   

Your Pig will also try to confuse you by mixing up the appropriate mindsets before vs. after a Binge .   BEFORE a Binge, the only possible 
approach is perfectionism.  AFTER a Binge, the only possible approach is analysis, forgiveness, and resumption.   BEFORE a Binge, your Pig 

will say perfect adherence to your Food Plan is impossible:  It will say “Progress, not perfection”, “You can’t possible expect to remember your 
silly vow forever.”  But I’ve never heard the following vow at a wedding, have you?  “I promise to love and be faithful…until an inevitable moment 
of weakness.  I promise I’ll do the best I can, but nobody’s perfect and there sure are a lot of attractive people out there.  I’m 80% sure I can be 

faithful forever, but anyone who promises you 100% is an unrealistic liar.  A ‘pretty good’ promise is the best anyone can ever hope for, because 
you can’t possibly know who you’re going to sleep with next year, or in ten years.  Just being honest.  You want me to be honest, right?”   That’s 
the wedding vow your Pig wants to make, and it would have you take the possibility of Bingeing just as casually.  The Pig’s vow is a plan to forget, 

but a vow is a plan to remember.  Either you commit 100% or you’ve committed to nothing at all.  “I think I can” is nothing more than “I ’ll try for a 
while until it gets too hard.”  Perfectionism is the ONLY possible attitude about your commitment, not matter what’s happened  in the past.  
 

AFTER a Binge, your Pig will work hard to demoralize and weaken you, so you won’t have the strength i t says you need to put it back in 

its cage.  “Either you’re perfect or you’re nothing.  Either you can perfectly control your food intake or you can’t control it at all.  You made a 

mistake and are therefore not perfect. Obviously, you are now completely out of control.  I get to go on a big giant hairy Binge. Yippeeee!!!”  

Knowing the Pig’s motives, why even consider what it has to say?  Just analyze what happened, put the Pig in its cage, and resume with 100% 

commitment, determination, and certainty.  Your Pig would prefer you did NOT analyze what happened, because it knows there are only two 

possibilities (a) either you simply failed to heal it Squeal (something we call a simple “Pig Attack”) or; (b) there’s something in your Food Plan 

which genuinely needs changing to ensure it’s nutritionally complete and satisfying enough to sustain you indefinitely.  If i t’s the former, you’ll just 

resume exactly where you were before the Binge.  If it’s the latter, you’ll follow the detailed analysis instructions in the “How to Change Your Food 

Plan” worksheet to ensure the Pig is not influencing your thinking.  Either way, bringing the problem to the light of day removes all the Pig’s 

power. 

Your Pig’s final efforts after a Binge will involve convincing you that you’re an inherently weak person, with defects of character, a lack 

of willpower, and the essential inability to EVER control your eating.  Making a renewed effort to eat more constructively is evidence of 

strength, not weakness. Even if you’ve repeatedly fallen down for years, continuing to get up until you succeed is a mark of fortitude and 

perseverance, not weakness.  A weak person just listens to the Pig and gives up.  A strong one resolves to lock the Pig back in its cage forever.   

Making a renewed vow of adherence proves your strength.  How pathetic is it that the Pig would attempt to use your renewed vo w against you?  

Your Pig may also say ridiculous things like “I just got out, so of course I’ll get out again.”  But it’s extremely unusual for prisoners to 

break out of jail twice without help from their jailor.  Or it may say “I can’t beat you right now but it’s only a matter of time until we Binge again.”   

But you have full control over what you buy, open, take out of the package with your hands, put in your mouth, chew, and swallow, so you’ll will 

always have the 100% ability to keep the Pig in its cage.  You don’t have to worry about “later”, only the present, and it is always  the present. 

After a serious analysis of what caused the mistake, promptly forgive yourself and make a 100% confident, renewed commitment to 
perfectly follow your Food Plan forever. You are a fallible human being.  You were practicing a particular Food Plan, but now practice is over 
and it’s time for the big leagues.  You analyzed what went wrong, and made the necessary adjustments.  You Will Never Binge Again!  And all 

you need to do to never binge again is never binge again.  You don’t have to do a spiritual chant, fast for 2 days, or repeatedly smack yourself 
in the head with a spatula.  Just resume.  Your body will recover from the poison in your Pig’s Slop in just a few days, and along with it your 

confidence. 
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To learn more about the products and services available to help fix your food problem and 
achieve the body, mind, and physical performance you most desire please visit… 

www.FixYourFoodProblem.com  
 

 

Get the FREE Kindle Book Below 

www.NeverBingeAgain.com  
© Psy Tech Inc. – All Rights Reserved 
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